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FILM INDIA TV, The Times of India is one of India's best-known English Daily Newspapers and also
its flagship Sunday Magazine. Since 2001, to date it has been printed in Kannada, Hindi,

Malayalam, English and Tamil in nearly a dozen editions across India. We offer content with a
global footprint, which includes covering both local and international news and events. When we

look back at the history of Indian cinema, we tend to remember the great directors, the legendary
actors and their iconic performance. When it comes to singing, they were legends. But the list is
so long and my team and I (at Kannada Cinema) have made the list with our favourite artists. 1.
A. R. Rahman, who made his debut in the Kannada film industry, he is considered to be the most

prolific composer ever in the Indian film industry. His music in the movie Devas is available on
Amazon. 2. As far as the lyrics are concerned, Mr Rahman has no equal. 3. Without doubt, he is

considered to be a music genius, who has created some unique tunes. 4. His songs like ‘Ee Nama
Deepam’, ‘Meku Neelayina’ and ‘Andha Orundhadhu’ still rule the hearts of the people of

Karnataka. 5. Yes. You read it right, T.M.C.Das is the best singer in the world. 3. Balasaraswathi 4.
AVM Dharmalinga 5. AVM Manjunatha 2. His undisputed title is Telugu film music director. 1.

M.S.Viswanathan 2. T.M.C.Das 3. V. Nagendra Rao 4. V. Manohar 5. Suddala Ashok Teja 4.
Bhimashankar Joshi 7. Pooja Bhatt 1. Amongst the best singers in Kannada film history, the ‘Bittu
bittu nala’ singer, who composed music for the blockbuster film Devas, considered as one of the
greatest music films in Kannada cinema, is none other than, Uday Kannada. 2. Aditya S.Singh 3.
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